The Wonderful Wizards of Post
Organized by Amanda Durett Cercone
November 2 – December 23, 2017

(Clockwise from entrance)

Amanda Durett Cercone
OZ Have a Heart, 2017, Video, 2:04 minutes

Perry DiMarco
OZ Newsreel, 2017, Video, 3:08 minutes

Evald Ridore
The OZ Effect, 2017, Video, 1:57 minutes

Russ Mendelson
OZ CRACKED OUT, 2017, Video, 3:56 minutes

(Monitor with four frames, clockwise from top right)

Every Frame a Painting
How does an Editor Think and Feel?, 2016, Video, YouTube, 9:24 minutes

Fletcher Markle
Hitchcock explains the Kuleshov Effect to Fletcher Markle, 1964, Film (Video conversion), 1:18 minutes

CineFix
Holding Long, Cutting Short, 2016, Video, YouTube, 9:33 minutes

This Guy Edits
5 Things Film Editors Do, 2016, Video, YouTube, 11:12 minutes

Lev Kuleshov
Kuleshov Effect, c.1920, Film (video conversion), 45 seconds